AMIA Preservation Partnership

Be a part of AMIA activities all year long. In addition to all of AMIA’s major events, your sponsorship supports the scholarship program, publications, travel grants, and projects such as the DEEP FOCUS portal, webinars, community archiving initiatives, film advocacy efforts, and Archives at Risk.

As a Preservation Partner, in addition to being part a part of all AMIA activities, benefits include:

- Listing and links on AMIA’s website and event sites
- Prominent logo placement on promotional materials for all events
- Mention in all AMIA press releases throughout the year
- Banner placement in Aspect-Ratio, AMIA’s new Newsletter
- A one year AMIA Institutional Membership
- Twenty full registrations to be divided between all AMIA events for one year
- Complimentary exhibitor booth with preferred placement in the Vendor Café
- Prominent placement in all of AMIA’s publications
- A list of opted-in attendees at each AMIA event

AMIA is a 501c(3) organization, a portion of your Preservation Partnership is tax deductible.